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Annual, the most important event of European sailors: 
ORVALDI EURO CUP 2008 class Skippi650 was played in 
the waters of the Bay of Puck in July 2008! The regatta 
involved 32 yachts, 101 sailors from several countries. 
The high level of sea sailing competition every year at-
tracts a large number of racing enthusiasts. Three crew 
boats were extremely well prepared for racing. There 
weren’t strong favorites.

With the beautiful sailing weather, the variables of wind 
power from 2B to 5 B within 3 days, 10 races took place. 
Emotions reached the top when during the last race, 
the first five prizes was still not settled and the fierce
battle for victory last until the last meters. Winner crew 
received the Navy Cup founded by the main sponsor 
ORVALDI POWER PROTECTION.

Thanks to sailors and owners, sporting attitude in heavy 
and exciting battle on the races games were so intere-
sting and exciting process. Looking for competition has 
been a great experience for many visitors and tourists 
gathered in the Bay of Puck.
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Hard competition starts from a very beginning.
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Orvaldi Euro Cup races 
on Baltic Sea at Puck Bay.
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A splendid sea conditions
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Sailors love such weather, 
strong wind from an open sea 
and not so high waves..
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The wind 
is just perfect
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After first day, every teams still has a chance to win.
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Every team vigorously run for winning
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The sunset over the town of Puck
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The sailing conditions are so nice, 
visitors may think it’s vacation sailing 
nstead of race.
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Everybody started the second day 
with strong will to win.
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If you want to be first, every maneuver
should be made with perfect timing.
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A team must act like one man
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Every team 
gives everything.
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No one gives up
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At higher waves and strongest 
wind better teams gets better.
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One more turn and straight to the finish line.
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Last straight on maximum speed 
the get a first prize.
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The winning team „Akademia Marynarki Wojennej” 
- Wojciech Myśliwec, Jan Talaśka, Leszek Krzyżanowski




